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Railway jobs cuts stopped 
by Fair Work Commission
The NSW Government has been forced to scrap its plans to abolish train guards on the New 
Intercity Fleet when the now long-overdue train is finally pressed into service.
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A FULL bench decision by the Fair Work Commission published yesterday morning states that the 
NSW State Government must not abolish the role of Train Guards without first coming to an in-
principle agreement with the Rail, Tram and Bus Union about the future of these workers’ jobs and 
the important safety role they perform on regional rail routes.
 
The Transport Minister’s humiliating defeat comes after years of backflips and broken promises 
about the future of train guards’ jobs upon the introduction of the New Intercity Fleet (NIF). The NIF 
was supposed to enter into service by mid-2019 but there is still no clear indication from Government 
when the new trains will ever begin passenger service.
 
The new trains, imported from South Korea, were secretly designed to be operated by a Driver-only. 
An independent review found significant safety risks would occur at station platforms and during 
emergencies or breakdowns on remote sections of track if train guards were abolished.
 
“Andrew Constance needs to stop trying to sack railway workers and start listening to the passengers 
and crew who actually know how important train guards are in running a safe and efficient railway 
network,” said the Deputy Opposition Leader Yasmin Catley MP.
 
“With his tail between his legs, Minister Constance will now have to go back to the union and engage 
with them in good faith about the future of these workers’ jobs. My advice to Andrew would be to stop 
trying to sack train guards and think about your own position instead,” Ms Catley said.
 
Shadow Minister for the Central Coast and Member for Wyong, David Harris joined Ms Catley in 
welcoming the decision.
 
“The NSW Liberal planned to sack hundreds of workers across the state and replace them with a 
CCTV system. Train guards are vital to the protection of our community, especially when so many of 
us make the commute to Sydney or Newcastle every day,” said Mr Harris.
 
Member for The Entrance, David Mehan believes this should be a wake-up call to the NSW Liberal 
Government.
 
“Coasties should feel safe when they use our trains and the NSW Liberals under Gladys Berejiklian 
should be ashamed for even considering these brutal job cuts to our public transport system”, said 
Mr Mehan
 
This should be a wake-up call to Minister Constance and Ms Berejiklian that our community doesn’t 
want public services cut and more hard-working public servants sacked,” Mr Mehan added.
 
Member for Gosford, Liesl Tesch believes this is so important for the most vulnerable in our community.
 
“Older Australian’s and people with disability are reliant upon these train guards to provide the 
security and protection they need to comfortably travel each day for work,” Ms Tesch said.
 
The Fair Work Decision means that the State Government must now go back to the union and consult 
in good faith about the role of train guards in managing the safety of the New Intercity Fleet.
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